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ABSTRACT 

Angular asymmetries have been measured in polarized Zo decays to bGg collected 

by the SLD experiment at the SLC. A high purity b6g event sample is selected utilizing 
lifetime information given by the SLD CCD pixel vertex detector and the stable micron- 

size SLC beams, and the b- and &jets are identified using lifetime information and 

momentum-weighted track charge. The forward-backward asymmetry is observed in 

the b-jet polar angle distribution, and the parity-violation parameter is measured to 
test the Standard Model. Two angular correlations between the three-jet plane and 
the Zo polarization are studied. The CP-even and T-odd angular asymmetry, and the 

CP-odd and T-odd angular asymmetry are sensitive to physics beyond the Standard 

Model. We measure the expectation values of these quantities to be consistent with 

zero and set limits on the correlations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The forward-backward polar-angle asymmetry in hadronic Zo decays to two jets has 

been investigated extensively at SLC and LEP to test the predictions of the electroweak 

theory of parity-violation in the Pqtj coupling. In particular, at SLC where the elec- 

tron beam is highly polarized, the left-righiiforward-backward asymmetry removes the 

dependence on the Pe+e-  coupling and is directly sensitive to the PqQ coupling. The 

experimental results are found to be consistent with the theory to within experimental 

uncertainties of a few percent [l]. Hadronic Zo decays to three jets can be interpreted 

in terms of the fundamental process Zo + qijg where one of the quarks has radiated a 

gluon. Given the success of the electroweak theory in predicting the two-jet polar-angle 

asymmetry, similar angular asymmetries can be measured in three-jet events to test 

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). The Zo +big h a l  state is particularly interesting 

since a high purity sample can be obtained with high efficiency due to  the large mass 

and long lifetime of B-hadrons. Here we report the first experimental study of angular 

asymmetries in polarized Zo decays to b6g. 

11. ANGULAR ASYMMETRIES IN Zo + 9% 

The differential cross section for e+e-+ qijg can be expressed as [2] 

[ - 3 @+cos2 e) -+- @au 3 sin2 e-+- @UL 3 sin2 e COS 2x-+- @UT 3 sin 28 COS X- @or ] h, (1) (s) 
8 dxdx 4 dxaz 4 dxdx 2& dxdx 

+ [ 3 -cos6- @op - 3 -sin8cos~-] @ a A  h, (2) (s ) ,  4 dxdx 8 dxdx 

where 3; and 3 are the scaled momenta of the quark and anti-quark, respectively, 8 is 

the polar angle of the thrust axis [3] w.r.t. the electron beam, and x is the azimuthal 

angle of the event plane w.r.t. the quark-electron plane. Here the thrust axis is 
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defined so that it is parallel to the quark direction ifthe quark has the highest energy, 

and anti-parallel to the anti-quark direction if the anti-quark has the highest energy. 

The crosssection consists of six terms, each of which may be factorized into three 

contributions: 1) event orientation factor in terms of 8 and x; 2) d20i/&c& (i=U,..,A) 
determined by QCD; and 3) h??) determined by the fermion electroweak couplings and 

beam polarization. While the first four terms are P-even, the last two terms are P-odd, 

and are sensitive to any parity-violating interactions at the Zoqq and gqij vertices. In 
addition to these six terms, the most general differential cross section can have three 

more terms that are odd under timereversal [4]. Being T-odd, however, these terms 

vanish at tree level in a theory that respects CPT invariance. 

Recently Burrows and Osland have proposed new QCD tests in terms of the event 

orientation angles [5]. Integrating over scaled momenta and x, the polar angle distri- 
bution of the thrust axis can be expressed as 

where Ap is the parity violation parameter: 

Here (Y = :E:%, bi = J&&&, and Pe- is the signed electron beam polarization, 

and A, ( A f )  is the parity-violating electroweak coupling of the 2' to the initial (fi- 
nal) state, given by Ai = 2vi~ / (v:  + a:) in terms of the vector vi and axial-vector 

Q couplings. By manipulating the polarization of the electron beam the left-right- 

forward-backward asymmetry, &B, is directly sensitive to the asymmetry parameter 

AP, 

Similarly, by integrating over cose, z and 5, the azimuthal-angle distribution can be 

expressed as 
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where Ab is the parity violation parameter: 

with p = e. Given the value of the electroweak parameter A j ,  measurement of the 

angular asymmetry parameters Ap and A$ in 9 +qqg events allows one to test the 

QCD prediction for 6p/(& + 3 ~ )  and 3~/(& + 3~). F’urthermore, the ratio Ap/A’p 
is independent of Aj  and is propotional to 3 ~ / 5 p .  

The differential cross-section can also be expressed in terms of the polar angle w 

of the vector A normal to the event plane w.r.t. the electron beam direction, where 

’ cos w=sin 8 sin x: 

(7) 
do 

d cos w O( ( 1 - P , - . A , ) ( l + r C O S 2 ~ ) + 2 A ~ ( P e -  -Ae)COSw, 

with = -1 &‘2~&2&. b -26 66 At first order in perturbative QCD, 3~ = 26T, yielding 

7 = -2 3’  and AT = 0. The second term is one of the three T-odd terms mentioned 

above, and appears as a forward-backward asymmetry of the event-plane normal rela- 

tive to the Zo polarization axis. The left-right-forward-backward asymmetry in cos w 

can also be defined by a similar double asymmetry as &. 4, and is directly pro- 
portional to the T-odd parameter AT. The vector normal to the event plane can be 

defined in two ways: 1) the three jets are ordered according to their energies, and the 

two highest energy jet momenta are used to define ii = pi x 6; and 2 )  the quark and 

anti-quark momenta are used to define A = j?,, x Fq. The asymmetry term is CP-even 

in the first defhition, and CP-odd in the second. The first definition does not require 

jet flavor identikation, and the asymmetry has been studied for inclusive hadronic 

Zo decays [SI. The second definition requires tagging both quark- and antiquark-jets. 

In both cases, in the Standard Model the asymmetry vanishes identically at tree level, 

but higher-order processes yield non-zero contributions for e+e-+b6g . However, due 

to varioys cancellations, these contributions are found to be very small at  the Zo reso- 

nance and yield values of the asymmetry parameter l A ~ l  6 [7]. Measurement of 
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the asymmetry in cosw is hence potentially sensitive to physics processes beyond the 

Standard Model [8]. 

111. EVENT AND TRACK SELECTION 

The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) collides longitudinally polarized electrons with 

unpolarized positrons at a center-of-mass energy of 91.2 GeV. The electron polar- 

ization direction is randomly reversed pulse-by-pulse, reducing systematic effects on 

polarization-dependent asymmetries. The magnitude of the average electron-beam po- 

larization was 0.63 in 1993 and 0.77 in 1994-1995. 

The measurement was performed yith the SLC Large Detector (SLD) using approx- 

imately 150,000 Zo decays collected between 1993 and 1995. A general description of 

the SLD can be found elsewhere [9]. Charged particle tracking and momentum analysis 

is provided by the central drift chamber (CDC) [lo] and the CCD-based vertex detector 
(VXD) [ll] in a uniform axial magnetic field of 0.6 T. Particle energies are measured 

in the liquid argon calorimeter (LAC) [12] and in the warm iron calorimeter [13]. 

In the present analysis the hadronic event selection, three-jet reconstruction, and 

b-tagging were based on charged tracks. A set of cuts was applied to the data to select 

well-measured tracks and events well contained within the detector acceptance [14]. 

Events were required to have (i) at  least 7 charged tracks; (ii) a visible charged energy 

of at  least 20 GeV; and (iii) a thrust axis (31 polar angle satisfying I cos & I  <0.71, which 

was reconstructed using the LAC. Charged tracks reconstructed in the CDC were linked 

with pixel clusters in the VXD by extrapolating each track and selecting the best set 

of associated clusters. The average efficiency of reconstruction in the CDC and linking 

to the correct set of VXD hits is 94% for the region I cos81 <0.74. The momentum 

resolution of the combined CDC and VXD systems is ( S p l / p J 2  = (.01)2 + ( . 0 0 2 6 p ~ ) ~ ,  

where p l  is the transverse momentum in GeV/c w.r.t. the beamline. 

The centroid of the micron-size SLC Interaction Point (IF') in the 7-4 plane is re- 

constructed with a measured precision of o$ = (7f2)pm using tracks in sets of ~ 3 0  
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sequential hadronic Zo decays. The z position of the IP is determined on an event- 

by-event basis with a precision of .f" -52pm using the median z position of tracks at 

their point-of-closest approach to  the IP in the T+ plane. The track impact parameter 

resolution at high momentum is l l p m  in the plane perpendicular to  the beam axis (r$ 
plane) and 38pm in the plane containing the beam axis (TZ plane). 

A set of "quality" tracks for use in heavy quark tagging was selected.' Tracks 

measured in the CDC were required to have 240 hits, with the first hit at a radius T < 
39 cm, a transverse momentum p~ > 0.4 GeV/c, a good fit quality ( ~ / N D o F  < 5 ) ,  

and to extrapolate to the IP within 1 cm in T+ and 1.5 cm in z. Dacks were required to 

have at least one associated VXD hit, and a combined CDGVXD fit with ~ / N D O F  < 
5. llacks with an qb impact parameter 6 > 3 mm or with an impact parameter error 

08 > 250 pm were removed. Thcks from identified 7 conversions and KO or ho decays 

were also removed. 

IV. b6g ANALYSIS 

Three-jet events were selected and the three momentum vectors of the jets were 

reconstructed. Although the parton momenta are not directly measurable, at fi 
x 91 GeV the partons usually appear as well-collimated jets of hadrons. Jets were 

reconstructed using the "Durham" jet algorithm [15]. Planar three-jet events were 

selected by requiring exactly three reconstructed jets to be found with a jet-resolution 

parameter value of yc=0.005, the sum of the angles between the three jets to be greater 

than 358", and that each jet contain at least two charged tracks. A total of 20,600 

events satisfied these criteria. 

Such jet algorithms accurately reconstruct the parton directions but measure the 

parton energies poorly [16]. Therefore, the jet energies were calculated by using the 

measured jet directions and solving the three-body kinematics assuming massless jets,. 

and were then used to label the jets such that E1 > & > E3. The energy of jet 1, for 

example, is given by 
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sin 0, 
E1 = 6 7 sin OI2 + sin 0, + sin 

where is the angle between jets k and 1. 
To select b6g events the long lifetime and large invariant m a s  of B-hadrons was 

exploited. A topological algorithm [17] was applied to the set of quality tracks in 

each jet to search for a secondary decay vertex. Vertices were required to be separated 

from the IP by at least 1 mm and to contain at least two tracks. Monte Carlo studies 

show that the probability for reconstructing at least one such vertex was h) 77% in 

b6g events, - 26% in cEg events, and N 2% in light quark events. Once a vertex was 

found, additional tracks consistent with coming from the vertex were attached in an 

attempt to reconstruct the invariant mass of a B-hadron. A vertex axis was formed by 

a straight line joining the IF' and the vertex which was located at a distance D from the 

IP. For each quality track the distance of closest approach, T, and the distance from 

the IP along the vertex axis to the point of closest approach, L, were calculated. 'Ikacks 

with T < 1 mm, and L/D > 0.25 were attached to the secondary vertex, and the vertex 

invariant mass, MA, was calculated assuming each track was a charged pion. Due to 

neutral decay products the total momentum vector of the tracks and the vertex axis 

were typically acollinear. To account for the missing neutral particles, an additional 

component of transverse momentum Pt, defined by the projection of total momentum 

vector perpendicular to the vertex axis, was added to yield M = dWd + P;1+ lPtl (181. 

Figures l(a), l(b), and l(c) show the distributions of this &-corrected vertex mass for 

jet 1, 2, and 3, respectively. An event was selected as b6g if at  least one jet contained 

a vertex with M > 1.5 GeV/c2. A total of 3,415 events satisfied this requirement and 

were subjected to further analysis. Monte Carlo studies show that this selection is 69% 

efficient for identifying a sample of b6g events with 8Wo purity, and containing 11% 

&g and 2% light-flavor backgrounds. 

The flavor identification of each jet was based on the momentum-weighted jet charge 

and qb impact parameter techniques. Monte Carlo studies of b6g events show that the 

probability of a gluon-initiated jet to be the highest-energy jet is 3%, and to be the 
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second-highest energy jet is 17%. Therefore, it was assumed that the highest energy 

jet was a b- or &jet. The momentum-weighted charge was then calculated for each jet: 

-. 
where ~=0.5,  F j  is the unit vector along the momentum of jet j ,  and qi and 6 are 

the charge and momentum of the z* track associated with jet j .  We then examined 

the difference in the momentum-weighted jet charge, Q&ff = Q1 - Qz - Q;. If this 
quantity was negative (positive), jet 1 was tagged as the b-jet (&jet). The jet flavor of 

the lower energy jets was tagged by counting the number of “significant” tracks with 

normalized impact parameter w.r.t the IP d/ad > 3. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the 

distributions of the number of significant tracks found in jets 2 and 3, respectively. Jet 

3 was chosen as the gluon-jet unless jet 2 had no significant track and jet 3 had at  least 

one significant track, in which case jet 2 was tagged as the gluon-jet. 

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 

A Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic Zo decays [19] combined with a simulation 

of the detector response was used to study the quality of the jet reconstruction, the 

b-tagging eEciency and purity, and the efficiency of the jet flavor identification. For 

those events satisfying the threejet criteria, exactly three jets were reconstructed at  the 

parton level by applying the jet algorithm to the parton momenta. The three parton- 

level jets were associated with the three detector-level jets by choosing the combination 

that minimized the sum of the angular differences between the corresponding jets, and 

the energies and charges of the matching jets were compared. 

- 

For the T-odd asymmetry analyses the vector normal to the jet plane is measured 

in two ways: 1) using the two highest energy jets, and 2) using identified b- and 6- 
jets. In the first method, where the jets are labeled according to their energy, six 
detector-jet energy ordering are possible for a given parton-jet energy ordering. For 

the three cases where the energy ordering of any two jets does not agree between 
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parton and detector levels, the direction of the jet-plane normal vector is opposite 

between the parton level and detector level and cos w will be measured with the wrong 

sign. The average probability of measuring cosw with the correct sign in this analysis 

is estimated from the simulation to be 76%. In the second method, where both b- 

and &jets are identified, the gluon-jet must be tagged correctly, and furthermore, 

the charge assignment of the b and &jets must be correct. The average probability 

of identifying the gluon-jet correctly is 85%, and combined with the correct-charge 
assignment probability determined by the self-calibration technique described in the 

next section, the average probability of measuring cosw with the right sign is 63%. 

VI. ANGULAR ASYMMETRIES 

Figures 3(a) and (b) show the observed cos 8 distributions of the signed-thrust axis 

for event samples collected with left- and right-handed electron beam, respectively. The 

thrust axis is signed so that it points towards the hemisphere containing the b-tagged 

jet. The cos 8 distribution may be described by 

du 
d cos 8 
-- - (I - Pe- & ) ( I  + QCOS' e)  + 

where fb, f c ,  fd are the fractions of b6g, cEg , and light quark events in the sample, 
determined from the Monte Carlo simulation, and pmred$, r e d & ,  pWred& are the 

probabilities to tag the parton charge correctly for b6g , cEg , and the light quark 

events, respectively. The correct-charge probability is calculated as a function of the 

measured jet charge difference IQarrI as pmEd = 1/(1+ e-=IQdiffl). The quantity CY 

is a parametrization of how well the momentum-weighted charge technique signs the 

thrust axis'direction. While oc and Q for cEg and light-quark backgrounds were 

calculated from the simulation, ab for b6g events was determined from data using 
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a self-calibration technique [20]. Using the measured widths, udiff and osum, of the 

Qdi j j  (= QI - Q z  - Q3) and QdUm (= Q1+ QZ + Q3) distributions: 

where the hemisphere correlation X = 0.027 was calculated from the simulation. This 

yielded a b  = 0.230f0.019 averaged over cos@. On average the correct-charge assign- 
ment probability for bsg events is 6%. The asymmetry parameters Apyc and A P , ~  

(Eq. 3) for charm and light-quark backgrounds were calculated from the simulation 

based on the Stmdard Model. A maximum-likelihood fit to Eq. 10 is performed to 

extract Ap,b. We found 

AP,b = 0.987 f 0.093, (PRELIMINARY) (12) 

where the error is statistical only. Assuming the Standard Model expectation of Ab = 

0.94 for sin2 0,=0.23, the measured value of Apyb yields 

" = 1.05 f O.lO(stut.). 
&J-l- 3L 

This value is consistent with the O(C$) QCD expectation of 3 p / ( & , 1  + 6 ~ )  = 0.93, 

calculated using the JETSET 7.4 event generator [19]. 
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the left-right-forward-backward asymmetry of the cosw 

distribution for the two definitions: (a) 6 x &, and (b) 6 x fi .  No asymmetry is 

apparent. The cosw distribution may be described, assuming no asymmetries in the 

ceg and light-quark backgrounds, by 

1) cosw, (13) 
du 1 

d cos w 3 OC (I- Pe- *Ae)(1--COS2U) +Z(P,- - A e ) A ~ . f b ( 2 p - ~ ~ -  

where f b  is the fraction of bbg events in the sample, and yet represents the proba- 

bility of correctly signing the vector normal to the jet plane. In the first case pcorred is 

the probability of correct energy-ordering, and in the second case it is the probability 

of correct-sign assignment combined with the tagging efficiency of the gluon-jet. M'e 
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performed maximum-likelihood fits of Eq. 13 to the cosw distributions to  extract the 

parameters A$, for the CP-even case, and AT, for the CP-odd case. 

We found 

A; = -0.002 f 0.027, 

A? = -0.011 f 0.053, 

(PRELIMINARY) 

(PRELIMINARY) 

where the error is statistical only. In both cases the T-odd contribution is consistent 

with zero within the statistical error and we calculate limits of 

-0.056 < A$ < 0.051 8 95% C.L., (PRELIMINARY) 

-0.115 < AT < 0.093 @ 95% C.L.. (PRELIMINARY) 

The results of these fits are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). 

MI. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 

Table I summarizes the systematic errors on the forward-backward asymmetry anal- 

ysis of the signed thrust-axis. The largest systematic error was due to the statistical 

uncertainty in the Ob determination using the self-calibration technique. This error 
would decrease with a larger data sample. The systematic error in the inter-hemisphere 

correlation X was estimated by comparing the correlations between the JETSET 7.4 

generator (191 and the HERWIG 5.7 generator [21]. The systematic error in the 

tag composition was due to the heavy quark physics modeling, and was estimated by 

varying the uncertainties in b and c fragmentation, heavy hadron lifetime, decay mul- 

tiplicity, decay fraction, and l& and R,. The systematic error in the detector modeling 

results from discrepancies between data and Monte Carlo in tracking efficiency and 

resolution. * 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, we have made the first angular asymmetry measurements in polarized 

Zo decays to b6g . From the forward-backward polar angle asymmetry of the signed- 

thrust axis we have measured the parity violation parameter Ap = 0.987 f 0.093 

(stat.) f 0.072 (syst.). Assuming the Standard Model expectation of Ab = 0.94, the 

QCD factor for b6g events is measured to be 3 p / ( 6 ~  + 3 ~ )  = 1.05 =tO, lO  (Gat.) & 

0.08 (syst.), which is consistent with the O(cr:) QCD expectation. We find the T-odd 

asymmetry to be consistent with zero, and based on statistical errors only we set 95% 

C.L. limits on the asymmetry parameter -0.056 < A$ < 0.050 for the CP-even case 

and -0.115 < A? < 0.093 for the CP-odd case. 
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TABLE I. Contributions 

TABLES 

to the relative systematic error on A p .  

Error Source JAPlAP I 
a b  

Hemisphere Correlation 

Tag Composition 

Detector Modeling 

Beam Polarization 

5.8% 

1.7% 

3.7% 

1.5% 

0.8% 

. Total 7.3% I : I  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. &corrected vertex mass distribution for (a) highest energy jets, (b) second- 

highest energy jets, and -(c) lowest energy jets. The histograms are Monte Carlo simu- 

lations; the flavor compositions of the simulations are indicated. 

Figure 2. Numbers of significant tracks for (a) second-highest energy jets, and (b) low- 

est energy jets. The histograms are Monte Carlo simulations; the flavor Compositions 

of the simulations are indicated. 

Figure 3. Polar-angle distribution of the signed-thrust axis direction with respect to 

the electron-beam direction for (a) left-handed and (b) right-handed electron beam. 

Figure 4. Left-right-forward-backward asymmetry in polar-angle distribution of the 

vector normal to the event plane for (a) CP-even case, and (b) CP-odd case. The solid 

curve is the best fit to the data sample, and the dashed curves correspond to  the 95% 

C.L. limits. 
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